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Welcome to our 2019 catalogue of EFL Graded Readers!

Our range of EFL graded readers covers all ages and levels, from beginners to advanced, and offers a variety of genres. Choose from fairy tales, fables, classic and contemporary literature - even Shakespeare - as well as original texts written especially for learners of English as a foreign language.

Everything here is distributed by European Schoolbooks Ltd. (ESB) and is available by mail/telephone order and online:

www.englishbookshop.co.uk
www.eurobooks.co.uk
www.europeanbookshop.com

Prices
Prices are correct at the time of printing (01/02/19) but may be changed without notice if affected by publishers’ increases or exchange rate movements.

Up to date prices can always be found on our website.

Forthcoming titles in each series are highlighted in blue.

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR)
ESB’s mission is to provide UK language teachers with the best of a huge range of materials produced by the many European publishers who specialise in the learning and teaching of their respective languages.

In particular, we think it is in every pupil’s interest that UK language learning should be aligned with the CEFR, which all the best new materials produced within the other 46 member countries of the Council of Europe now incorporate.

As a guide, please see the table below for an approximate comparison of CEFR language levels and UK certifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Levels</th>
<th>CEFR</th>
<th>General Certificate of Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beginners</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Entry Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near beginners</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Foundation GCSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intermediate</td>
<td>A2-B1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Higher GCSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper intermediate</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>AS/A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Proficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper advanced</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Fluency/Mastery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contacting us
European Schoolbooks Ltd.
The Runnings,
Cheltenham,
GL51 9PQ

tel: 01242 245252
email: direct@esb.co.uk

Business Hours:
Monday to Friday 8:30am - 5:00pm

All trade enquiries should be directed to our Head Office in Cheltenham.

The European Bookshop and
The Italian Bookshop
123 Gloucester Road,
London,
SW7 4TE

tel: 020 7734 5259
email: bookshop@esb.co.uk

Opening Hours:
Monday to Friday 9:30 - 18:30
Saturday 10:00 - 18:30
Sunday 12:00 - 17:00

The European Bookshop and
The Italian Bookshop are divisions of European Schoolbooks Ltd.

Other services
We offer a range of other services to the language-teaching community: advisers, inspectors, and heads of establishments or departments, especially language colleges and Network for Languages Centres.

If you are planning any kind of languages event or promotion, we can attend ourselves or send an appropriate boxed selection of relevant books and materials. With suitable notice we can arrange presentations or workshops, and we are open to all other suggestions.

For more information, please contact the Marketing Department on 01242 245252, option 4.
Young ELI Readers - Fairy Tales

ELI PUBLISHING

This collection of classic fairy tales and fables expands the popular series of Young ELI Readers for children. These illustrated stories are accompanied by a variety of games, activities and multimedia content to help children learn in a fun, motivating and enjoyable way.

Each title features:

- 2 introductory pages of pre-reading activities to familiarize the reader with the characters and the vocabulary of the story
- Entertaining activities throughout the story, in addition to the activity pages at the end of the book
- Picture Dictionary pages that present vocabulary and help to memorize it
- A fun song
- Two creative Project pages giving children the opportunity to make a small object with the aid of authentic photos and simple instructions
- Two or more pages devoted to the dramatization of the story: with the ‘Let’s act!’ section every pupil will get involved and take an active part in an exciting drama project!

Plus, every reader is accompanied by a Video Multi-ROM, adding a new, digital dimension to the recordings with a karaoke function, do download the Blackcat e-Readers App for iOS and Android devices and use the access code provided inside your book.

Ages 4-12

Earlyreads

BLACKCAT-CIDE

This series is aimed at children who are just beginning to learn English. It offers original stories, traditional favourites and introductions to cultural topics such as festivals and holidays. Each book also includes a complete audio recording of the story, either on an accompanying CD or downloadable for free from the publisher’s website. The readers can be easily dramatised. The most recent titles are accompanied by playscripts which can be downloaded free from the publisher’s website.

Each title features:

- Beautiful illustrations to encourage reading and help children to understand the story
- Picture dictionaries for active vocabulary work
- Fun activities and games, often for more than one participant, which practise vocabulary and grammar structures used in the story
- An audio recording

In addition, selected titles now come with a free e-reader version of the story, complete with audio, illustrations and interactive activities! Download the Blackcat e-Readers App for iOS and Android devices and use the access code provided inside your book.

Ages 5-7

Young ELI Readers -

ELI PUBLISHING

Each £7.55
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- Aesop’s Fables £5.90
- Christmas Fun £7.00
- Dracula and his Family + CD £7.00
- Festival! £7.00
- Frankenstein at School + CD £7.00
- Freddy Finds the Thief + CD £7.00
- Halloween Holiday £5.90
- Puss in Boots £5.90
- Sleeping Beauty £5.90
- Space Monsters + CD £7.00
- The Magic Computer Mouse + CD £7.00
- Aladdin £5.90
- Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves £5.90
- Nasreddin - Ten Stories £5.90
- Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs £5.90
- The Canterville Ghost + CD £7.00
- Two Monsters + CD £7.00
- Zed the Magician + CD £7.00
- Earlyreads Pack (our selection of 10 titles, 2 of each level. Please see our website for details) £58.00

Each text is carefully graded by difficulty according to the CEFR scale, and more broadly by age-group:

- Level 1 - pre A1 (ages 4-6)
- Level 2 - pre A1 (ages 6-7)
- Level 3 - pre A1 (ages 7-8)
- Level 4 - Early A1 (ages 8-10)
- Level 5 - A1 (ages 10-12)

A1

- The Fox and the Grapes + Video Multi-ROM
- The Hare and the Tortoise + Video Multi-ROM
- Cinderella + Video Multi-ROM
- Snow White + Video Multi-ROM
- The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse + Video Multi-ROM
- Hansel and Gretel + Video Multi-ROM
- The Wind and the Sun + Video Multi-ROM

A2

- A Trip to the Safari Park £5.90
- Dorothy + App £5.90
- The Enormous Turnip £5.90
- The Gingerbread Man £5.90
- The Star and the Colours £5.90
- The Sun and the Wind + App £5.90
- The Ugly Duckling £5.90
- Henry Penny £5.90
- Little Red Riding Hood £5.90
- Miss Grace Green and the Clown Brothers £5.90
- Mowgli Learns to Swim + CD £7.00
- Owl’s Song £5.90
- Rapunzel £5.90
- The Magic Pot £5.90
- The Mad Teacher + CD £7.00
- The Scarecrow and the Sunflower + App (Not Yet Published) £5.90
- Bugabo the Wicked Witch + CD £7.00
- Cinderella £5.90
- Maggie and Max visit the Haunted Castle £5.90
- Monster in the Box + CD £7.00
- Peter and the Wolf £5.90
- The Jungle Book + CD £7.00
- The Little Mermaid £5.90
- The Musicians of Bremen + App £5.90
- A Trip to the Safari Park £5.90
- Dorothy + App £5.90
- The Enormous Turnip £5.90
- The Gingerbread Man £5.90
- The Star and the Colours £5.90
- The Sun and the Wind + App £5.90
- The Ugly Duckling £5.90

Level 1

- Level 2
- Level 2
- Level 3
- Level 4
- Level 5

Level 5

- Level 1
- Level 2
- Level 3
- Level 4
- Level 5

Level 4

- Level 3
- Level 2
- Level 1

Level 3
Ages 8-10

Young ELI Readers - English

ELI PUBLISHING

These delightfully illustrated readers offer a mixture of adapted children’s classics, playscripts and specially-written stories. Each reader includes 5 pages of revision exercises and fun activities along with bookmarks for the students to cut out. There is also an illustrated dictionary on the inside cover so that key vocabulary is easily accessible. In addition, each book is accompanied by either a CD with a narration of the text or a Video Multi-ROM: the Multi-ROM adds an exciting digital dimension to reading in class with an IWB or even at home on the PC. With it children can flick through a digitised version of the book, follow fun animations of the story, listen to recordings and cut-out activities that accompany the text, the dimension to reading in class with an IWB or even at home on the PC. With it children can even record their own voices to practice their pronunciation and intonation.

As well as fiction titles, the series now includes a collection of Children’s True Stories: Real Lives. Children from different countries around the world tell us about their daily lives and culture. In addition to the games and activities that accompany the text, the Real Lives titles offer some specific features including: an introduction to the country with interesting facts and information, authentic photos, and tasks to encourage critical thinking, cultural awareness and build on creative and team skills. Each of the Real Lives titles is the result of a cooperation between ELI and a specific NGO (Non-Governmental Organization) to which ELI donates part of the proceeds for relevant development and aid projects.

There are four stages available in this series, graded according to the number of headwords, which correspond to the beginner levels of the CEFR.

Beginners

053219 Aladdin and the Magic Lamp + Video Multi-ROM
052980 Granny Fixit and the Ball + CD
053000 Granny Fixit and the Monkey + CD
052989 Granny Fixit and the Pirate + Video Multi-ROM
052977 Granny Fixit and the Viking Children + Video Multi-ROM
053209 Granny Fixit and the Yellow String + Video Multi-ROM
053210 Hooray for the Holidays! + Video Multi-ROM
052986 Sophie’s Dream + Video Multi-ROM
053037 Soup Stories + CD (Not Yet Published)
053038 Teddy and the Princess + CD (Not Yet Published)
053035 The Pirate and the Treasure + CD (Not Yet Published)
053036 The Prince and the Poor Boy + CD (Not Yet Published)

A1

053087 Maxi’s Adventures + CD (Not Yet Published)
053208 PB3 and Coco the Clown + Video Multi-ROM
053227 PB3 and the Fish + Video Multi-ROM
051866 PB3 and the Helping Hands + Video Multi-ROM
052991 PB3 and the Jacket + CD
052984 PB3 and the Vegetables + Video Multi-ROM
053223 PB3 Recycles + CD
053084 School Detectives + CD (Not Yet Published)
053086 The Giant Rumbledumble + CD (Not Yet Published)
053047 The Gingerbread Man + CD (Not Yet Published)
053088 The Legend of Robin Hood + CD (Not Yet Published)
053001 The Selfish Giant + CD
053221 The Wonderful Wizard of Oz + Video Multi-ROM

A1.1

053099 Dr Domuch and the Humels + CD (Not Yet Published)
053091 Dr Domuch and the Dinosaur + CD (Not Yet Published)
053100 Five Children and It + CD (Not Yet Published)
052985 Peter Pan + Video Multi-ROM
053222 The Canterbury Ghost + Video Multi-ROM
053093 The Secret Garden + CD (Not Yet Published)
052987 Uncle Jack and the Bakonzí Tree + CD
052990 Uncle Jack and the Emperor Penguins + CD
053207 Uncle Jack and the Meerkats + Video Multi-ROM
053002 Uncle Jack in the Amazon Rainforest + CD

A2

052988 Alice in Wonderland + CD
052969 Allan: my Vancouver + Video Multi-ROM (Not Yet Published)
052971 Discover Sri Lanka with Us! + Video Multi-ROM (Not Yet Published)
052979 Doruk’s Cat + Video Multi-ROM (Not Yet Published)
052951 Harry and an Electrical Problem + CD
052960 Harry and the Crown + Video Multi-ROM
051867 Harry and the Egyptian Tomb + Video Multi-ROM
052982 Harry and the Sports Competition + CD
053105 Journey to the Centre of the Earth + CD (Not Yet Published)
052975 Juanta and her Alpaca + Video Multi-ROM
052972 Music in Florence! + Video Multi-ROM (Not Yet Published)
052974 My Bolivia + Video Multi-ROM
052976 My Name is Ça Depend + Video Multi-ROM
052968 Naoko: my Japan + Video Multi-ROM (Not Yet Published)
052978 Nyangoma’s Story - A Child’s Life in Uganda + Video Multi-ROM
053103 Oliver Twist + CD (Not Yet Published)
053106 Our Water Our Future + CD (Not Yet Published)
053212 Robin Hood + CD
053104 The Children and the Forests + CD (Not Yet Published)
052983 The Jungle Book + Video Multi-ROM
053012 The Prince and the Pauper + CD
052961 The Secret Passage + CD
052973 Visit St Petersburg with Me! + Video Multi-ROM (Not Yet Published)
053220 White Fang + CD

All levels

051297 Young ELI Readers Mixed Pack (our selection of 8 titles, 2 of each level. Please see our website for details) £54.00

Ages 11-14

Green Apple - Life Skills

BLACKCAT-CIDE

Reading helps to develop emotional, social and cognitive skills essential for meeting the challenges of everyday life in our ever-changing world. Through the study of English as a foreign language, this series of graded readers for young teens aims to stimulate personal reflection as global citizens, drawing on values evoked in literature. The stories are followed by educational activities and points of interest at the end of the books, as well as mind maps to help them compare their own experience with the values presented in the story.

www.englishbookshop.co.uk
Each book is beautifully illustrated and comes with an audio recording of the story on CD or online. Free access to a digital e-reader version of the book is also included which is complete with audio, illustrations and interactive activities. Download the Blackcat e-Readers App for iOS and Android devices and use the access code provided inside your book.

A1
053996 The Wonderful Wizard of Oz + CD + App £9.95
050695 A Christmas Carol + App (Not Yet Published) £9.95
054002 The Adventures of Tom Sawyer + CD + App £9.75
053997 The Extraordinary Miss Sunshine + CD + App £9.95
054000 The Prince and the Pauper + CD + App £10.75
050696 Wonder + App (Not Yet Published) £10.75

A2
053998 David Copperfield + CD + App £9.95
054005 Tales from Camelot + CD + App £9.75
050697 The Halloween Secret + App (Not Yet Published) £10.50

Green Apple
BLACKCAT-CIDEB
A series of illustrated graded readers specially designed for young teenagers. Many of the readers are adaptations of classic novels and there are also original stories, Shakespearean plays and non-fiction titles. The vocabulary featured in each book is checked against the ESOL, Flyers, KET & PET vocabulary lists. Each book comes with either an audio CD, CD-ROM with listening material and activities, or online audio, while selected titles also offer additional multimedia.

Each title features:
- An introduction to the author and era
- A wide variety of interesting activities to aid understanding of the text and to work on all four language skills and lexis
- Activities in the style of the Cambridge ESOL & Trinity exams
- Cross-curricular dossiers
- A recording of the text in British or American English with extra listening activities
- Extensive vocabulary footnotes, often illustrated
- Internet projects
- Free downloadable answer key with exit test

Selected titles may also feature:
- A playscript*
- A free e-reader version of the story, complete with audio, illustrations and interactive activities. Download the Blackcat e-Readers App for iOS and Android devices and use the access code provided inside your book.

A1
050029 Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
051670 Anne of Green Gables + audio CD £9.10
050656 Bathsheba the Witch + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
053159 Beauty and the Beast + audio CD £9.75
050652 Black Beauty + audio CD £9.75
050310 Five Children and It + audio CD £9.10
050654 Halloween Horror + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
053195 Just So Stories + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
053157 Peter Pan + audio CD + App £9.10
051674 Pinocchio + audio CD + App £9.75
050657 Sandokan + audio CD £9.75
050653 The Ghost Ship of Bodega Bay + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
050655 The Jungle Book + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95

A2
050693 The Lighthouse Ghost + App (Not Yet Published) £9.95
050691 The Nutcracker + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
050658 The Secret Garden + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
053022 The Secret of the Stones + audio CD + App £9.75
050309 The Tempest + audio CD £9.75
053200 The Wind in the Willows + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
050659 The Wonderful Wizard of Oz + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
053004 Zorrol + audio CD £9.10
051501 A1 Pack (our selection of 5 titles. Please see our website for details) £42.95

A2
050346 A Midsummer Night’s Dream + audio CD/CD-ROM £10.50
050694 A New Atlantis + App (Not Yet Published) £9.95
050692 Akron House Mystery + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
050662 American Folk Tales + audio CD £9.75
050665 British and American Festivities + audio CD £10.50
053003 Great Expectations + audio CD* £9.95
050681 Halloween... Magic, Witches and Vampires + audio CD £9.75
050682 I Want To Be You + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
050683 Jason and the Argonauts + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
050684 Legends from the British Isles + audio CD/CD-ROM £10.50
053005 Little Women + audio CD £9.75
050685 Mystery in San Francisco + audio CD + App £9.75
050686 Project Vampire + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
050689 Robinson Crusoe + audio CD + App £9.95
050766 Sherlock Holmes and the Red Circle + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
050660 The Adventures of Tom Sawyer + audio CD/CD-ROM + App £9.95
050663 The Black Arrow + audio CD £9.75
050651 The Bottle Imp + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.75
050037 The Canterville Ghost + audio CD + App £9.75
050666 The Great Adventure at Yellowstone + audio CD £9.75
053160 The Last Unicorn + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
053045 The Lost Treasure of Bodega Bay + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
050301 The Prince and the Pauper + audio CD £9.75
050603 The Railway Children + audio CD £9.75
050058 The True Story of Pocahontas + audio CD £9.10
051502 A2 Pack (our selection of 5 titles. Please see our website for details) £43.95

A2-B1
050767 Adventures of Huckleberry Finn + audio CD + App £9.75
053006 David Copperfield + audio CD £9.95
053034 Great English Monarchs and their Times + audio CD £10.50
053007 King Arthur and his Knights + audio CD/CD-ROM £9.95
053085 Macbeth + audio CD* £10.50
050039 Million Dollar Theft in San Francisco + audio CD + App £9.75
050770 Oliver Twist + audio CD + App £9.95
051980 Oscar Wilde’s Short Stories + audio CD £9.95
050771 Robin Hood + audio CD/CD-ROM £10.50
050773 Romeo and Juliet + audio CD* £10.75
050768 The Call of the Wild + audio CD £10.50
053008 Treasure Island + audio CD £10.50
051504 B1 Pack (our selection of 5 titles. Please see our website for details) £44.95
Teen ELI Readers - English

ELI PUBLISHING

These well-illustrated readers include a mixture of classic and original titles. Each book is accompanied by an audio CD with a narration of the text, read by a native speaker. The books are divided into chapters with a glossary at the foot of each page where necessary. The variety of activities before and after each chapter aid comprehension and enrich the language learning process, while a selection of useful dossiers provide additional information about the author and cultural context of the text. A brief 'Test Yourself' section of activities concludes each book.

These readers are available in 3 stages, graded according to the number of headwords used (600, 800, or 1000) and correspond to levels A1-B1 of the CEFR. The choice of reading ranges from trusty classics to modern social drama, from comedy to detective stories. Each language is supervised by a specialist editor, whose brief is to simplify without losing the flavour of the original. Footnotes are used where needed; charming illustrations and a clear layout make the challenge so much easier, and the charming illustrations and clear layout make authentic literature available to language students in an approachable, yet unpatronising format.

The choice of reading ranges from trusty classics to modern social drama, from comedy to detective stories. Each language is supervised by a specialist editor, whose brief is to simplify without losing the flavour of the original. Footnotes are used where needed; charming illustrations and a clear layout make the challenge so much easier, and the achievement very satisfying.

A-series (CEFR A2 - Near beginner)
Core vocabulary approx. 650 words

B-series (CEFR A2 - Near beginner)
Core vocabulary approx. 1200 words

C-series (CEFR B1 - Intermediate)
Core vocabulary approx. 1800 words

D-series (CEFR B2 - Upper Intermediate)
Core vocabulary approx. 2500 words

Easy Readers English

EGMONT

Easy Readers have a long and honourable history spanning nearly 70 years. The brainchild of a small Danish publishing house in the darkest years of the Second World War, the series now comprises more than 170 titles in six languages. From the beginning it has brought together publishers and editors in different countries in a unique collaboration to make authentic literature available to language students in an approachable, yet unpatronising format.

The choice of reading ranges from trusty classics to modern social drama, from comedy to detective stories. Each language is supervised by a specialist editor, whose brief is to simplify without losing the flavour of the original. Footnotes are used where needed; charming illustrations and a clear layout make the challenge so much easier, and the achievement very satisfying.

A-series (CEFR A2 - Near beginner)
Core vocabulary approx. 650 words

B-series (CEFR A2 - Near beginner)
Core vocabulary approx. 1200 words

C-series (CEFR B1 - Intermediate)
Core vocabulary approx. 1800 words

D-series (CEFR B2 - Upper Intermediate)
Core vocabulary approx. 2500 words

Interact with Literature

BLACKCAT-CIDEB

A range of original literary texts from intermediate level upwards (unabridged short stories or extracts from novels, as well as complete unabridged plays) from English-speaking countries, designed to introduce students to the world of literature. The aim of these volumes is to familiarise readers with the language of literature and encourage them to formulate their own response to what they read. Each volume concentrates on a particular theme, genre or literary current.

Key features:

- Biographical details about each author
- Linguistic accessibility with footnotes to guide understanding
- Graded activities to motivate learners, aid comprehension, and to prompt stylistic analysis
- Dramatised recordings of selected extracts by native speakers in American or British English

Upper Intermediate

050957 A World of Difference + audio CD £13.75
050945 Amazing Characters + audio CD £13.50
050947 An Ideal Husband + audio CD £10.75
050950 Mind the Characters + audio CD £11.75
050961 Relationships + audio CD £14.95
050953 Sweet and Sour + audio CD £13.95
050964 Tales to Talk About + audio CD £13.75
050955 Ten Women Ten Stories + audio CD £13.50
050948 The Importance of Being Earnest + audio CD £11.95
050952 The Splintering Frame + audio CD £14.75
050956 Voices from Inside + audio CD £14.95

www.englishbookshop.co.uk
Reading & Training

BLACKCAT-CIDEB

A series of factual readers. It is designed for teenagers and adults who, through reading about subjects of interest, can improve their English and broaden their knowledge at the same time. The series covers a range of interesting subject matter, from famous people to places such as cities, countries and natural wonders. These readers use Black Cat’s expansive reading approach. The dossiers, activities and internet projects enable the reader to expand his/her knowledge and understanding beyond the information provided by the text. The *Discovery* series is graded grammatically and lexically according to the levels in the *Reading & Training* series and there are titles available at Steps One to Three.

Features include: informative texts with vocabulary footnotes, use of photographs and illustrations with captions, a wide range of activities to aid understanding and practise the four language skills, Cambridge ESOL and Trinity exam-style activities, internet projects, and dossiers which bring the subject matter into a literary, film or musical context. The books also offer a full recording of the text in an audio version either online or on CD with extra listening activities.* The books offer a wide variety of activities and cross-curricular dossiers, information about the author and his/her times, plus helpful vocabulary footnotes. Additional resources, answer keys and exit tests are downloadable from the publisher’s website.

Selected titles now also come with access to a free e-reader version of the story, complete with audio, illustrations and interactive activities. Download the Blackcat e-Readers App for iOS and Android devices and use the access code provided inside your book.

Within the *Reading & Training* series are a number of adapted works by William Shakespeare. These readers may also contain activities related to performing the plays.

**Level 1 - Near Beginners CEFR A2**
- Cambridge Exam level: KET

**Level 2 - Intermediate B1.1**
- Cambridge Exam preparation: PET

**Level 3 - Intermediate B1.2**
- Cambridge Exam level: PET

**Level 4 - Upper Intermediate B2.1**
- Cambridge Exam preparation: FIRST

**Level 5 - Upper Intermediate B2.2**
- Cambridge Exam level: FIRST

**Level 6 - Advanced C1**
- Cambridge Exam preparation: CAE

**A2**

050673 A Message from a Ghost + audio CD £10.75
053177 Alaska Adventure! + audio CD + App £10.75
050774 Alien Alert in Seattle + audio CD £11.50
050320 Home for Christmas + audio CD £10.75
050674 Miami Police File: the O’Neill Case + audio CD/CD-ROM + App £11.75
050675 Missing in Sydney + audio CD £10.75
050700 Recipe for Success + audio CD £11.50
053015 Sherlock Holmes Stories + audio CD/CD-ROM + App £11.75
050703 Stories for the Curious + audio CD + App £10.75
053032 Tales from The Thousand and One Nights + audio CD £11.75
134067 The Truth about Professor Smith + audio CD £10.75
053033 Tristan and Isolde + audio CD £10.75

**B1.1**

050775 A Dream Come True + audio CD £11.75
050672 Act It: Murder! + audio CD + App £10.75
051029 Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland + audio CD £11.75
052017 Animal Tales + audio CD £11.75
050676 Around the World in Eighty Days + audio CD/CD-ROM £11.95
050777 Hamlet - Prince of Denmark + audio CD/CD-ROM £11.50
050778 Journey to the Centre of the Earth + audio CD + App £11.75
050780 Kidnapped + audio CD/CD-ROM £11.75
050668 Murder at Coyote Canyon + audio CD/CD-ROM £11.95
050667 Mystery in New Orleans + audio CD £11.50
053048 Rob Roy + audio CD £11.50
050785 Stories of Ghosts and Mystery + audio CD £11.75
050669 The Boscombe Valley Mystery + audio CD + App £10.75
050701 The Eighth Sister + audio CD + App £10.75
050776 The Fisherman and his Soul + audio CD/CD-ROM £11.95
050779 The Jumping Frog + audio CD £11.50
053023 The Lost World + audio CD/CD-ROM + App £11.95
050704 The Luckiest Girl in the World + audio CD + App £10.75
053026 The Rajah’s Diamond + audio CD £11.50
050661 The Ransom of Red Chief and Other Stories + audio CD £11.75
050784 The Secret Garden + audio CD/CD-ROM £11.75
053049 The Willing Ghost + audio CD £11.75
051672 Time Games + audio CD £10.75

133966 B1.1 Pack
- (our selection of 5 titles. Please see our website for details) £52.00

**B1.2**

050788 Classic Detective Stories + audio CD £11.95
050790 Great Mysteries of Our World + audio CD £11.50
050791 Gulliver’s Travels + audio CD £11.75
050793 Jane Eyre + audio CD £11.75
053017 Julius Caesar + audio CD £11.50
050794 Kim + audio CD £11.95
053169 Les Misérables + audio CD + App £11.95
050664 Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime and Other Stories + audio CD £11.75
050796 Love in Shakespeare: Five Stories + audio CD £11.75
050798 Moonfleet + audio CD £11.75
053172 Rain, Rain, Go Away! + audio CD + App £11.50
053027 Romeo and Juliet + audio CD/CD-ROM £11.95
050803 Sherlock Holmes Investigates + audio CD £11.75

www.englishbookshop.co.uk

EFL 7
Young Adult ELI Readers - English
ELI PUBLISHING

These well-illustrated readers include a mixture of classic and original titles. Each book is accompanied by an audio CD with a narration of the text, read by a native speaker. The books are divided into chapters with a glossary at the foot of each page where necessary. The variety of activities before and after each chapter aid comprehension and enrich the language learning process, while a selection of useful dossiers provide additional information about the author and cultural context of the text. A brief 'Test Yourself' section of activities concludes each book.

These readers are available in 6 stages, graded according to the number of headwords used and correspond to levels A1-C2 of the CEFR.

- Stage One - 600 words (A1)
- Stage Two - 800 words (A2)
- Stage Three - 1000 words (B1)
- Stage Four - 1800 words (B2)
- Stage Five - 2500 words (C1)
- Stage Six - unabridged texts (C2)

Stage One - 600 words (A1)
- 051891 A Study in Scarlet + CD
- 051882 Botchan + CD
- 051123 Gulliver’s Travels + CD
- 051870 Robinson Crusoe + CD
- 053152 The Hound of the Baskervilles + CD
- 051881 The Narrative of Gordon Pym of Nantucket + CD

Stage Two - 800 words (A2)
- 051877 A Midsummer Night’s Dream + CD
- 051876 Dracula + CD
- 051124 Great Expectations + CD
- 051892 Hamlet, Prince of Denmark + CD
- 052992 Romeo and Juliet + CD
- 052262 The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde + CD

Stage Three - 1000 words (B1)
- 051898 The Thirty-Nine Steps + CD
- 051871 Three Men in a Boat + CD

Stage Four - 1800 words (B2)
- 051900 A Christmas Carol + CD
- 051910 Beowulf + CD
- 051125 Jane Eyre + CD
- 051905 Kidnapped + CD
- 053211 Macbeth + CD
- 052994 Pride and Prejudice + CD
- 051878 Sense and Sensibility + CD
- 051872 The Age of Innocence + CD
- 051899 The Earthkeepers + CD (Not Yet Published)

Stage Five - 2500 words (C1)
- 052998 The Picture of Dorian Gray + CD
- 051897 The Portrait of a Lady + CD
- 051894 The Woman in White + CD

Stage Six - unabridged texts (C2)
- 051901 A Christmas Carol + CD
- 051889 Moby Dick + CD
- 051879 Stories of Mystery and Suspense + CD
- 052330 Tales from Shakespeare + CD
- 051901 The Mill on the Floss + CD
- 052332 The Prisoner of Zenda + CD
- 051914 The Scarlett Letter + CD (Not Yet Published)
- 052999 The Turn of the Screw + CD
- 053213 Wuthering Heights + CD

Stage Six - unabridged texts (C2)
- 051982 A selection from Dubliners + audio CD £11.95
- 050878 Four Continents + audio CD £11.50
- 050879 Frankenstein + audio CD £12.75
- 050883 Short Stories (O. Wilde) + audio CD £11.50
- 050896 Short Stories + audio CD £11.95
- 050885 The Importance of Being Earnest + audio CD £11.50
- 050887 The Picture of Dorian Gray + audio CD £11.95
- 050941 The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and other stories + audio CD £11.50
- 050944 The Turn of the Screw + audio CD £10.95
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